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South Asia ..

- Afghanistan
- Bangladesh
- Bhutan
- India
- Maldives
- Nepal
- Pakistan
- Sri Lanka
SANOG history

• SANOG I : 22-28 January, 2003, Kathmandu, Nepal
  – Fairly Small, co-located, no workshops, 110+

• SANOG II : 20-27 July 2003, Colombo Sri Lanka
  – Co-located, with 2 workshops, small conference, 110+

• SANOG III: 15-22 January, 2004, Bangalore, India
  – Co-located with v6 summit, good overall feedback, ISOC Support for fellowship. 150+

  – Independent event, 3 workshops, NSRC collaboration, MoU with APNIC, APIA, new website, More committees, 150+
SANOG history

- **SANOG V**: 6-13 February, 2005, Dhaka, Bangladesh
  - Very well attended despite ongoing uncertainty due to tsunami, SAARC summit, political changes in Nepal etc.. 160+

- **SANOG VI**: 16-23 July, 2005, Thimphu, Bhutan
  - First such large event in Bhutan, large local participation, much higher quality conference program, 140+

- **SANOG VIII**: 16-24 January, 2006, Mumbai, India
  - Hosted by ISP Association of India, support from NIXI, and GoI. 220+ participants
SANOG VIII

- 3 workshops
  - 5 Days
  - Routing, Security and DNSSec

- 11 tutorials in two days
  - MPLS, DNSSec, Anti-SPAM, Data Center Design, Storage Area Networks, IPv6, VOIP, BGP, IXP, L2 Security & Multicast

- 2 Days conference
  - 15 Presentations
  - APNIC Open Policy Meeting Showcase
Structure

• Core committee
  – Programme Committee
  – Fellowship Committee

• Advisory Council

• Meeting is 9 days
  – 3 parallel 5 days workshops
  – 3 parallel tracks 2 days of tutorial
  – Single track 2 days conference
SANOG I - VIII

- All pictures removed to bring some sanity in the file size for download
SANOG 8

• If you have pictures online - send an e-mail to info@sanog.org and we'll link it from the SANOG site.
SANOG .. future

- SANOG IX: January 2007, Colombo, Sri Lanka or Dhaka, Bangladesh
- SANOG X: Summer 2007, Delhi, India
- SANOG XI: January 2008, Dhaka or Colombo
- SANOG XII: Open - likely in Kathmandu
- SANOG XIII: Lahore (?)
Collaborations

- Signed MoU with APNIC during APNIC 16 for co-operation
- Co-operation with ISOC and NSRC since SANOG III.
- ISOC funding has been critical for fellowship program
- ISC, APIA, PCH, NetNod, IPJ, npIX, IPv6 Forum India, ISPAI, ISPAN, BDIX, NSP
- The community of folks in the region
New topics, RfS*

- Switching, data center technologies
- VOIP, Soft-switching
- IPv6, Multicast, Security, Routing

- Write to programme@sanog.org or info@sanog.org if you are interested to present at a future SANOG.
- Content needs to be operational.
- CfP process starts about 3 months before each event.
- Speakers are given priority in fellowship considerations

*RfS - Request for Speakers
ICONS Collaboration

• On going discussion with APNIC to have greater involvement of the community in ICONS (Internet community of Online Networking Specialists)
• We are working on it, and will announce something concrete on it. Please give your feedback here..
Some More Information…

• The website is updated as required.
  – www.sanog.org

• Mailing list is fairly low volume
  – send e-mail to sanog-request@sanog.org
    with 'subscribe' in subject to subscribe to the list
Thank You

Q&A
See you at the next SANOG

talk to you on the internet